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Verification tools are an essential part of any 
modern integration, verification and validation 
environment. Used for subsystem level testing, 
acceptance, qualification, integration and 
maintenance, these invaluable tools reduce 
development and verification life cycle costs and 
ensure subsystem and ultimately system-level 
safety. S-PLANE offers a wide range of modern and 
modular verification tools with automated testing, 
reporting, fault finding and analysis functions. 
These tools are also available DO-330 qualified for 
DO-178C developments.
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The HILS-ATB supports on-site simulation, training, 
demonstration and maintenance of S-PLANE’s Flight Control 
Units. This high-fidelity, real-time dynamic simulator exercises 
the full functionality of S-PLANE’s FCUs, including injection 
of flight upset events and failure cases. The HILS-ATB is 
therefore ideal for system level training and demonstrations, 
with 3D visualisation on up to three external HD displays. Its 
built-in diagnostics suite also enables fast, on-site Remove 
& Replace (R&R) maintenance at both LRU and SRU levels. 
The HILS-ATB is available DO-330 qualified and is used to 
support S-PLANE’s internal FCU certification processes.

Overview
 Automated Test Bench (ATB) for Flight Control Units (FCUs)
 High-fidelity, real-time, hardware-in-the-loop dynamic 

simulation
 3D Visualisation, graphical reporting and data logging
 Flight upset event and failure case simulation
 Test case definition, automated text execution and reporting
 DO-330 Qualified tool for DO-178C developments
 Built-in diagnostic suite for LRU/SRU level maintenance

Simulator
 High-fidelity fixed and rotary wing aircraft dynamic models
 Wind (MIL-F-8785C), atmospheric (ISA), magnetic 

field (WMM, MIL-W-89500) and gravitational (WGS-84) 
environmental models

 Complex ground-surface to landing gear interaction models
 Sensor, actuator and propulsion models (system specific)

Applications
 FCU and system level training tool
 On-site FCU maintenance and diagnosis tool
 UAS simulation and demonstration tool
 FCU acceptance and integration testing tool


